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The general value of $ (h) is given in the Proceedings of the Mathematical Society, vol. xxvi., 1895, page 481.
NOTE G-,  Art. 281.   Legendre's theorem.   There is  another proof of the theorem JPw2d^=2/(2n4-l) which is in general use.   We have
1-
We multiply both sides of this equation by dp and integrate between the limits -1 and +1.   We then have, by Art. 278,

Integrating the left-hand side, we have
{log (1 + h) - log (1 - h)}lh= Both series being convergent,  we find the value   of \P^dp by equating the coefficients of Wn on each side.
We may deduce some other interesting results from the equation of differences
Multiplying both sides hy PK and integrating between the limits - 1 and + 1, we
have               (^ + l)jpPnPKdp = (n + l)jPn+1PKdp + njPn^lPKdp.
It follows from Art. 278 that Jj?P,A^JP is zero except when K and n differ by
unity.    In that case we have

as in page 219'
In the same way we may show that $p^PnPKdp is zero except when K and n are equal or differ by 2.   In these cases f „„„,           2(2n2-f2ra-l)                     r or.  n      7            2(n +
I p Jrn  dp ™                   -----------••...................     ,                   I p Pn JrMj_o dp =               ..............
(2iTi — 1) \2ifi -|~ 1) \juii -j- o)                                                         (2iHit-J-1) (A'I
where the limits of the integrals are -1 to +1.
We may, by successive induction, deduce from the equation of differences, that ,A(m-r)A(r)A(n-r) :
n"~
w+w-a
A (m + n-r) where £ expresses summation from r = 0 to the lesser of the two quantities m, n.
..               ...    1 .3.5 ... (2m-l)                  ..   .     m + 1   .,      ,.
Also        A (,n)=     l^,A\   m     ,          -. A M-gjj+i4 («+ 1).
We may interpret ^l (?jt), when m is zero or a negative integer, by supposing this relation to hold generally, so that putting m=Q we have A(Q) = 1. Similarly A(-l) = 0, and hence, when m is any negative integer, A(m)=0.
In the series r is supposed to vary from r = 0 to either m or n. If however r is taken beyond these limits, for instance if r= -1 or m + 1, then (in consequence of the property of the function A just stated) the coefficient of the corresponding term is zero. Hence practically we may consider r to be unrestricted in value.
We notice that in this expansion the suffixes of P are all even or all odd according as m + n is even or odd. If then we multiply by Pz and integrate the product between the limits -1 and +1, we have JPzPwPrl/^J? = (> if l + m + n is odd (Art. 278).
Supposing l + m + n to be even, it follows (by subtracting the even number 2 1) that m + n - 1 is also even and that there may be a term on the right-hand side in which the suffix is given by m + n-2r = l. This term, after multiplication by Pz, supplies the integral $Pj2dp and is not zero. We then find
2   ^

